
 
BayCAN   South   Bay   Meeting   (Santa   Clara,   San   Mateo)  

Monday,   April   13   th   ,   1   pm   –   2:30   pm  

Attendees:  
Breanne   Boyle,   Santa   Clara   County   -    breann.boyle@ceo.sccgov.org  

Jasneet   Sharma,   Santa   Clara   County   -    jasneet.sharma@ceo.sccgov.org   

Amber   Leavitt,   CS   fellow,   BCDC   -   Aleavitt@civicspark.lgc.org  

Andrea   Pappajohn,   independent   consulting   -    apappajohn@burlingame.org  

Dave   Halsing,   South   Bay   Salt   Pond   Restoration   Project   

David   Behar,   SFPUC   -    dbehar@sfwater.org  

Eena   Sta   Maria,   County   of   Santa   Clara   -    magdalena.stamaria@ceo.sccgov.org  

Emily   Sadigh,   Alameda   County   -   Emily.Sadigh@acgov.org   

Hillary   Pappendick,   San   Mateo   County   -    hpapendick@smcgov.org   

Jaclyn   Mandoske,   BCDC   -    jaclyn.mandoske@bcdc.ca.gov  

Ken   Davies,   City   of   San   Jose   -    ken.davies@sanjoseca.gov  

Kim   Springer,   SMC   -    kspringer@smcgov.org  

Marcus   Grisworld,   SMC   -   mgriswold@smcgov.org   

Andrea   Chow,   City   of   San   Mateo   -   achow@cityofsanmateo.org  

Gilee   Corral,   Cupertino   -    gileec@cupertino.org  

Michael   Barber,   Supervisor   Pine’s   office,   SMC   -    mbarber@smcgov.org  

Danielle   Lee,   SMC   -    dlee@smcgov.org  

Nathan   Bengtsson,   PG&E   -    nxbz@pge.com  

 

Agenda  

 

1.   Welcome,   Introductions   and   Meeting   Overview   (5)  

 

2.   Projects,   Programs   and   Problems—   Facilitated   Group   Discussion   (40)  

—   What   is   the   #1   project/program   you   are   working   on   for   climate   adaptation   &amp;   resilience?  

—   What   is   the   biggest   problem   you   are   trying   to   problem-solve?  

 

● Santa   Clara   County  

○ Relational   Network   Map   as   part   of   CAP,   see   the   big   picture   of   what’s   happening  

in   the   county,   and   how   their   role   as   a   county   will   fit   in  

○ Map   done   fall   2020  

○ Proposal   for   Santa   Clara   County   to   collaborate   on   local   adaptation   strategies  

within   their   region  

○ Use   social/economic   impacts   to   augment   that,   adaptation   strategies  

● Silicon   Valley   2.0   Climate   Change   Preparedness   Decision   Support   Tool    -  

http://siliconvalleytwopointzero.org/home  

 

● San   Jose  



 
○ GHG   Emissions   Reductions  

○ Trying   to   move   energy   project   beyond   its   current   scope  

● Cupertino  

○ Grant   from   CalOES   for   an   emergency   generator  

○ Maybe   traditional   maybe   battery   /   PV  

● San   Mateo   County  

○ Going   live   with   fire   awareness   campaign   in   conjunction   with   their   fire   chiefs  

association  

■ Think   Fire   san   mateo   county   “It’s   always   fire   season”  

■ Awareness   about   fire   risk  

○ CalTrans   SB1   grant,   discussions   with   planning   about   updating   safety   element   in  

local   hazard   mitigation   plan  

■ Question:   has   anyone   else   done   this   ??  

 

● Palo   Alto  

○ Working   with   OES   to   incorporate   SLR,   using   particular   triggers--   needs   to   be  

considered   a   certain   level   priority   for   it   to   be   included   in   their   hazard   mitigation  

plan  

○ Expecting   multi   million   dollar   shortfall   --   contract   for   SLR   vulnerability  

assessment   and   adaptation   plan   was   pulled   by   city   manager,  

○ Will   be   discussing   with   city   manager   how   important   this   task   is,   given   budget  

shortfall    --   They   had   been   hoping   to   start   on   this   work   this   year   --   now   they   have  

to   justify   the   work  

● City   of   San   Mateo  

○ Officially   adopted   2020   climate   action   plan  

● BCDC  

○ Holding   Bay   Adapt:   first   public   forum   bringing   together   leaders   across   the   bay  

and   sectors   to   identify   actions   that   we   can   take   as   a   region,   holding   first   public  

workshop   this   thursday  

https://bcdc.ca.gov/4-16-Bay-Adapt-Workshop-Agenda.pdf  

○ ART   programs:   ART   bay   area   now   publicly   released:  

■ .    http://www.adaptingtorisingtides.org/project/art-bay-area/  

 

○ Guidance   document   translate   how   to   move   from   vulnerability   assessment   to  

adaptation   --   will   work   with   BayCAN   on   this  

○ Creating   a   guidance   document   for   existing   climate   change   policies  



 
■ Both   for   external   and   internal   use   to   increase   efficiency   of   permitting  

processes   in   relation   to   policies   on   climate   change  

● Alameda   county  

○ EPA???,   first   pass   at   a   vulnerability   assessment  

○ Meet   with   all   agencies   involved   within   the   county,   see   if   they   agree   that   these  

are   the   most   important   priorities   to   work   on????  

○ Emily   has   been   compiling   google   doc   with   resources   on   coronavirus/climate  

■  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-0pi__N-E-LzOUcJhOImSZ1_fQcN 

HSVeyx0m0q-eU9Y/edit#heading=h.u55riof7fyxo  

● South   Bay   Salt   Ponds    Restoration   Project   

○ Updating   their   science   plan   which   will   cover   next   10   years  

○ Uncertainty:   what   SLR   will   do   to   marsh   restoration   efforts  

■ What   technical,   regulatory   ,   financial   solutions   to   offset   SLR  

■ Investing   in   studies   to   look   at   ways   to   increase   supply  

○ How   changes   in   precipitation   will   impact   wildlife   and   ecosystem  

● PG&E  

○ Continued   scrutiny   of   electric   sub-stations   in   south   bay,   particular   ones   at   Ravens  

wood,   especially   with   recent   flooding  

 

3.   The   Public   Safety   Power   Shutoff,   COVID-19   and   the   2020   Fire   Season   (10)  

BayCAN’s   new   “PSPS   Activity   Guide”   and   group   discussion  

- We   compiled   all   our   responses  

- BayCAN   is   thinking   of   hosting   a   webinar   in   May,   would   that   be   helpful?  

- PSPS   would   be   very   helpful,   particularly   around   microgrids  

- COVID   has   many   implications   beyond   just   fire   season   so   you   could   fold   it   in   or   have   it  

just   stand   alone  

- Michael   Barber:   Prescribed   burns   have   been   canceled,   so   smoke   doesn’t   impact   lungs,  

but   will   impact   fire   season  

- Gilee:   Interested   to   see   intersection   with   COVID   and   how   it   might   affect   PSPS,   would   be  

interested   to   tease   out   these   concurrent   emergencies  

- COVID   as   the   first   problem,   but   Climate   change   or   fires   is   what   may   compound   the  

danger   in   a   bigger   way  

- Invite   someone   from   county   and   city   health   officials   on   PSPS   so   bring   them   in  

 

4.   Communicating   on   Climate   and   COVID-19   (15)  

Presentation   and   group   discussion  



 
- Climate   access   did   a   webinar   we   will   post:   how   to   talk   about   climate   change   in   the  

context   of   COVID  

- Look   at   the   way   we   diagram   emissions   reductions,   where   we   have   to   go,   etc   --   compare  

that   to   how   powerful   it   has   been   to   say   “flatten   the   curve”   --   a   simple   image   and   idea  

people   can   latch   on   to  

- We   should   be   thinking   more   about   those   kinds   of   grabbing   graphics   and   terms  

On   the   website:  

- Helpful?  

- Thinking   about   recovery!   Looking   for   a   subset   of   article   about   that  

- Linking   budget   cuts   with   the   progress   that   is   underway   in   planning   for   adaptation  

- Impact   these   budget   cuts   will   have   --   needing   more   info   on   the   financial   hit   to  

the   state   and   locals  

- Resources   on   how   to   do   climate   work   in   the   time   of   covid,   sustainability   in   the  

time   of   covid   --   how   to   adapt   sustainability   to   covid  

- Impact   of   air   pollution   to   susceptibility   of   the   virus  

- Damaging   people’s   lungs  

- Other   thoughts   on   climate   /   covid  

- Climate   change   is   somewhat    removed,   whereas    immediate   impacts   resonate  

with   people  

- Maybe   it’s   not   just   about   tying   to   covid   but   also   tying   to   telecommuting  

- Making   a   connection   to   the   benefits   of   telecommuting  

- Being   resilient   by   being   healthier  

- Framing   climate   change   around   human   health   like   we   do   with   COVID  

- In   combination   with   other   ARCCAs,   could   we   promote   the   idea   that   this   outbreak  

is   teaching   us   ways   we   can   be   more   sustainable   in   our   work  

- Reframing   our   climate   work   around   benefits   --   adding   more   fear   to   an   already  

fearful   time   is   not   helpful  

- More   of   an   argument   to   frame   this   around   positive   things   going   forward  

- Maybe   we   aren’t   already   as   resilient   as   we   should   be  

- How   can   we   link   resilience   /   be   sustainable   across   economies   and  

societies  

- What   things   are   breaking   down   that   can   show   us   our   existing   vulnerability  

- We   have   come   up   with   systems   and   strategies   to   respond   to   COVID   from   a  

resilience   standpoint   is   amazing   to   learn   from  

- If   a   climate   emergency   occurs,   we   may   go   back   to   those   same   system  

- Research   on   what   strategies   each   jurisdiction   put   in   place,   document   and  

memorialize   so   that   we   can   go   back   to   them   with   climate   emergencies  



 
- Most   vulnerable   to   COVID   most   vulnerable   to   climate   change  

- Food   supply:   we   didn’t   often   think   about   interconnectedness   of   our   food   supply  

till   now   --   broken   system,   mass   food   waste   at   the   same   time   as   mass   food  

scarcity  

- Analysis   of   our   food   system   in   global   emergency  

- They   don’t   have   an   incentive   to   package   and   use   labor   to   send   to   food  

bank   --   so   what   needs   to   fundamentally   change   in   our   system  

- Maybe   for   each   risk   one   could   take   a   look   at   different   supply   change   (beyond   just  

food)   in   relation   to   how   to   mitigate   risk   

 

5.   News   and   Information   (20)  

—The   latest   from   Sacramento   on   the   climate   budget   and   adaptation   legislation  

Climate   adaptation   legislation   and   climate   resilience   budget   items   that   were   proposed   in  

January   and   February   are   now   being   re-examined   in   the   context   of   big   budget   cuts   coming.  

They   are   not   completely   “off   the   table”   right   now   but   are   getting   serious   scrutiny.   We   will   have  

more   info   on   this   in   the   next   week   or   so.  

 

—BayCAN’s   new   Assessment   to   Adaptation   Working   Group   update  

- Launched   the   idea   at   the   last   regional   meeting   --   moving   from   assessment   to   adaptation  

Testing   concepts   and   approaches,   sharing   our   work,   starting   on   SLR  

- Draft   vision   for   an   A-A   work   group  

1. Engage   deeply   with   case   studies   (understand   motivations   and   conditions)  

a. Many   uncovered   in   consultations  

2. What   policies   to   we   want   to   talk   about   /   think   about   /   highlight  

3. What   existing   materials   should   draw   from  

4. Need   a   draft   foundational   document  

5. Zoom   meeting   in   late   april   /   early   may  

 

—BayCAN’s   Equity   Working   Group   update  

- EWG   has    5th   meeting   coming   up   on   April   30th,   will   be   focusing   on   COVID   +   climate  

equity   -   reach   out   to    yeshe@baycanadapt.org    if   you   would   like   to   join  

- Upcoming   June   Equity   Training   tailored   for   BayCAN   members  

- Working   on   two   tools:   Equity   Toolkit   and   CBO   Matchmaker   /   Map  

 



 
BayCAN North Bay Meeting (Marin, Sonoma, Napa, Solano) 

Tuesday, April 14th, 1 pm – 2:30 pm 

 

Agenda 

 

1. Welcome, Introductions and Meeting Overview (5) 
Leslie Lacko, Marin County, LLacko@marincounty.org 

Jack Leibster, Marin County, JLiebster@marincounty.org 

Chris Choo, Marin County PW, cchoo@marincounty.org 

Leslie Regan, Corte Madera, leslie.regan@gmail.com 

Veronica Pearson, Marin County,  vpearson@marincounty.org 

Laima Diaz Vepstas, City of Novato,  

Dana Brechwald, BCDC, dana.brechwald@bcdc.ca.gov 

David Behar, SFPUC, dbehar@sfwater.org,  
Cory Bytoff, San Rafael, cory.bytof@cityofsanrafael.org 

Maureen Parton, Marin County, MParton@marincounty.org 

Sarah Cardona, Greenbelt Alliance, scardona@greenbelt.org 

Nicholas Sander, BCDC 

Steve Lederer, Napa County, steven.lederer@countyofnapa.org  

Amber Leavitt, BCDC, Aleavitt@civicspark.lgc.org 

Samantha Cohen, BCDC, , samantha.cohen@bcdc.ca.gov, 

Nikki Caravelli, OPR, Nikki.Caravelli@opr.ca.gov  

 

2. Projects, Programs and Problems— Facilitated Group Discussion (40) 

— What is the #1 project/program you are working on for climate adaptation & resilience? 

— What is the biggest problem you are trying to problem-solve? 

 

Napa County 

● Small community on Napa river, 100 homes protected by privately owned non 

engineered levee - fix is $50 million dollars—Edgerly Island, or Milton Rd.  

● Related article: : 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/magazine/2020/04/13/after-decades-waterfront-livi

ng-climate-change-is-forcing-communities-plan-their-retreat-coasts/?arc404=true  

 

Greenbelt Alliance 

● Working with Contra Costa and Sonoma counties on general plan updates, land use and 

climate impacts  

● Challenge: how to integrate resilient land use in both projects 

 



 
Marin County 

From Jack Liebster: 

● Investigating nature based solutions -- cost, details 

● Grant from Coastal Conservancy  - two nature based and living shoreline projects  

● Two studies: 

○ One at stinson beach, looking at constructed dunes, to protect shoreline and 

feed beach 

○ Second is at tomales bay: immediate development on shoreline 

○ Measures that have been used in SF Bay to increase populations of oysters -- 

density and extent of seagrass to attenuate waves that would erode the system 

● Now connecting with others doing similar work across the state 

 

From: Veronica Pearson 

- Bolinas project: in design phase — elevating roads, putting in creek crossing to improve 

creek’s ability to connect with floodplain 

- Reconstructing stream channel, restoring geomorphic processes, etc. 

- Partnership with golden gate national parks conservancy -- strategies for near term to 

long term: wetland migration / adaptation, addressing flooding  

From: Leslie Lacko 

- Adaptation land use planning guidance. Taking info from it and trying to build consensus 

with planning directors in 9 shoreline cities in marin county 

- What kinds of policies, what would they put in place for safety element update required 

- How that might work with an overlay zoning district 

- Adaptation Land Use Planning Guidance Document from Marin County here: 

https://www.marincounty.org/-/media/files/departments/cd/slr/alup0228.pdf?la=en 

-  

 

From: Chris Choo 

- Working on SLR as it intersects with transportation 

- How SLR may change travel or access to emergency services 

- Transit data to see how communities might be impacted with flood issues with local 

roads - data crunch to see if they can tie the data to capital projects, local flood 

conditions, etc.  

From: Maureen Parton 

- How do we keep projects moving forward in times of COVID? 

 

Cory Bytof, San Rafael 



 
- Going to be finishing county guidance informed by general plan 

- Working with marin county, participating in drawdown marin 

- On a team looking at resilience hubs projects, especially with immigrant population 

 

Jackyln Mandoske, BCDC 

- Released ART Bay Area last week 

- Planning outreach to counties to share how study can be used hopefully catalyzing local 

planning 

- COVID has slowed down public attention and ability to engage local govs 

- Working on this now as a slow burn approach 

- Assessment to Adaptation project underway 

- Looking into financing resilience 

- Studies to look at groundwater flooding 

- Upcoming workshop for Bay Adapt: 

https://www.bcdc.ca.gov/4-16-Bay-Adapt-Workshop-Agenda.pdf 

- Workshop involving regional and local stakeholders 

- What the region’s next action steps should be around SLR / adaptation 

 

Nikki Carravelli, Governor’s Office of Planning and Research  

- Adaptation Clearinghouse 

- Case studies, resources, guidance documents, can search by topic 

- For anything pertaining to the Adaptation Clearinghouse: nikki.caravelli@opr.ca.gov 

 

Leslie Regan, Town of Corte Madera  

- Question: How to meaningfully engage community virtually 

 

Nahal Ghoghaie, BCDC  

- Hoping to develop new layer for Art Map mapping which CBOs are doing resilience work 

in BCDC jurisdiction -- going around region, reaching out to CBOs asking if they would 

like to opt into the map 

- Sharing information at ART road show 

- Contact Nahal if you want to add any content there 

 

3. The Public Safety Power Shutoff, COVID-19 and the 2020 Fire Season (10) 

BayCAN’s new “PSPS Activity Guide” and group discussion 

 



 
- Going to be finishing county guidance informed by general plan 

- Working with marin county, participating in drawdown marin 

- On a team looking at resilience hubs projects, especially with immigrant population 

 

Jackyln Mandoske, BCDC 

- Released ART Bay Area last week 

- Planning outreach to counties to share how study can be used hopefully catalyzing local 

planning 

- COVID has slowed down public attention and ability to engage local govs 

- Working on this now as a slow burn approach 

- Assessment to Adaptation project underway 

- Looking into financing resilience 

- Studies to look at groundwater flooding 

- Upcoming workshop for Bay Adapt: 

https://www.bcdc.ca.gov/4-16-Bay-Adapt-Workshop-Agenda.pdf 

- Workshop involving regional and local stakeholders 

- What the region’s next action steps should be around SLR / adaptation 

 

Nikki Carravelli, Governor’s Office of Planning and Research  

- Adaptation Clearinghouse 

- Case studies, resources, guidance documents, can search by topic 

- For anything pertaining to the Adaptation Clearinghouse: nikki.caravelli@opr.ca.gov 

 

Leslie Regan, Town of Corte Madera  

- Question: How to meaningfully engage community virtually 

 

Nahal Ghoghaie, BCDC  

- Hoping to develop new layer for Art Map mapping which CBOs are doing resilience work 

in BCDC jurisdiction -- going around region, reaching out to CBOs asking if they would 

like to opt into the map 

- Sharing information at ART road show 

- Contact Nahal if you want to add any content there 

 

3. The Public Safety Power Shutoff, COVID-19 and the 2020 Fire Season (10) 

BayCAN’s new “PSPS Activity Guide” and group discussion 

 



 
- Sent you PSPS activity guide - for you to use and refer to, with corresponding contacts 

and emails 

- Question: how should baycan continue to pursue the PSPS topic -- use the chat box 

- 1. Webinar on PSPS / fire season prep and hearing generally what people are 

doing 

- 2. Webinar focusing on microgrids / PSPS 

- 3. Webinar linking PSPS / fire season / COVID 19 

- 4. Other approach to PSPS  

 

VOTES VIA CHAT:  

From Leslie Regan -Town of Corte Madera to Everyone: (01:50 PM) 

 3  

 

From Chris Choo - Marin County DPW to Everyone: (01:50 PM) 

 2 and 3, especially 2 if people have ideas for large buildings and not individual homes  

 

From Veronica Pearson to Everyone: (01:51 PM)  

 3  

 

From coryb to Everyone: (01:53 PM) 

 PG&E was doing work in Marin and shutting people's power off for days to do work to plan for 

PSPS and harden infrastructure. People were not happy - having to work from home, getting 2 

day's notice, no WiFI, etc. PG&E apologized and now won't do the work during shelter in place. 

Energy resiliency is super important here. PG&E also wants to put in diesel "microgrids" in the 

area for PSPS resiliency. There is lots out there on microgrids. How do we work with PG&E and 

local CCA's to come up with clean energy resiliency?  

 

From Leslie Lacko,Marin County  to Everyone: (01:53 PM) 

 2, but as Chis mentioned, for large buildings and 2, but agree with Chris that it shouldn't be 

just for SFRs  

 

From Sarah Cardona Greenbelt Alliance to Everyone: (01:55 PM) 

 2 and 3. Thanks for today’s call. Jumping to another meeting. 

 

4. Communicating on Climate and COVID-19 (15) 

Presentation and group discussion 

- Resource from NOAA on climate equity 



 
4. Need a draft foundational document 

5. Zoom meeting in late april / early may 

 

Feedback: 

- Outside region examples should be from local governments 

- The other thing to look at is: what are the goals from the outset -- how are we going to 

pay for this. The hard part is financing g 

- May be hard to pass millions of dollars of green infrastructure 

- Have not had success generating money to attain and operate walls/levees 

- Question of how to attain success and implementation piece early on 

 

—BayCAN’s Equity Working Group update -- see BayCAN website. Next meeting: 

________________ 

 



 
BayCAN Central Bay Meeting (SF, Alameda, Contra Costa) 

Wednesday, April 15th, 1 pm – 2:30 pm 

 

Agenda 

 

1. Welcome, Introductions and Meeting Overview (5) 

David Behar, SFPUC  

Danielle Ngo-SF Planning 

Nicolas Sander, BCDC 

Zoe Siegel, Greenbelt Alliance 

Sarah Church, Alameda County 

Kamya Sud, Alameda County 

Ali Abbors, Alameda County 

Melissa Brownlie, Alameda County 

Carolyn Bloede, Alameda County 

Alice Towey, EBMUD 

Jennifer Ku, EBMUD 

Eric Pearson, City of Hayward 

Taylor Richard, Hayward Area Shoreline Protection Agency 

Jackie Zipkin, East Bay Dischargers Association 

Katie Van Dyke, City of Berkeley 

Hoi Fei Mok, City of San Leandro 

Patrick Pelegri O'Day, City of Alameda 

Lauren Eisele, Community Action for a Sustainable Alameda 

Shey Rajagopal, Contra Costa Water District  

Susan Silber, NorCal Resilience Network 

Warner Chabot, SFEI 

Alex Morrison, SF ORCP 

Matt Dea, SFO 

Lindy Lowe, Port of SF 

Amos White, CASA, 100k Trees 

Liz McElligott, Alameda County 

Bruce Riordan, BayCAN 

Yeshe Salz, BayCAN 

 

 

2. Projects, Programs and Problems— Facilitated Group Discussion (40) 

— What is the #1 project/program you are working on for climate adaptation & resilience? 

— What is the biggest problem you are trying to problem-solve? 

 



 

a. David Behar-SFPUC- working with the Water Utility Climate Alliance and the University of 

Denver to mainstream climate adaption by mapping strategies and aligning projects and 

programs with business functions. 

a. https://www.waterrf.org/research/projects/mapping-climate-exposure-and-climate-inf

ormation-needs-water-utility-business 

b.   I can share materials from the current work (Phase II) if you write me at 

dbehar@sfwater.org.  For the decision scaling project on water supply, the project 

report is in internal review now so that will be a bit before going public. 

b. Danielle Ngo-SF Planning-In process of adopting the Hazards and Climate Resilience Plan.  Also 

working on updates to the General Plan based on SB379, and SB1000. 

a. For any public updates related to the Hazards and Climate Resilience Plan, refer this 

website: https://onesanfrancisco.org/hazard/overview For any updates to the SF 

General Plan (especially the Safety Element, re: SB 379) (and SB 1000 throughout), feel 

free to message me danielle.ngo@sfgov.org. There is nothing public yet.  

c. Nicolas Sander-BCDC-Just published ART Bay Area update.  BayAdapt workshop 4/16/20. 

Looking into financing options for implementation.  Draft Bay Plan Guidance document due out 

this summer. 

a. Bay Adapt Workshop: https://bcdc.ca.gov/4-16-Bay-Adapt-Workshop-Agenda.pdf 

b.  ART Bay Area: http://www.adaptingtorisingtides.org/project/art-bay-area/ 

d. Zoe Siegel-Greenbelt-Expanding their focus on climate and fire hazards and resilience.  Working 

with local agencies on updating their General Plans. 

e. Sarah Church-Alameda County-Updating the county CAP, CAP 2.0 to include wildfire, heat and 

equity issues.  Liz McElligot-Updating county General Plans to respond to SB 379, and SB1000, 

looking for funding. 

a. Looking for those with current CAP planning underway, or recent CAPs that address 

adaptation, equity, and built-in progress tracking in ways that “make you proud. “ 

Sarah.Church@acgov.org. 

f. Alice Towey-EBMUD-Updating Water Conservation Master Plan, and SLR Master plan. 

g. Erik Pearson-City of Hayward-coordinating with Hayward Area Planning Agency and others on a 

shoreline master plan to address SLR and other climate hazards. 

a. Draft design alternatives - formulate prefered alternative and move on a draft plan from 

there 

b. Hayward's Shoreline Master Plan: https://www.hayward-ca.gov/shoreline-master-plan   

h. Katie Van Dyke-City of Berkeley-Looking into funding for programs, working on Resilient 

Recovery strategies, and a Draft SLR study for the waterfront. 

i. Jackie Zipkin-EBDA-Working on Hayward Shoreline Master Plan.  Designing a horizontal levee in 

Oro Loma Marsh area, and looking into other nature-based adaptation solutions. 

j. Hoi Fei Mok-City of San Leandro-Draft CAP underway. Emergency Response departments have 

started on PSPS strategies. 



 
k. Patrick Pelegri-O'Day-City of Alameda-1st annual report on CAP due to council this Spring. 

Working on communications plan and urban forest plan.  Budget cuts may impact programs 

including the proposed infrastructure bond due in November. 

l. Lauren Eisele-Community Action for a Sustainable Alameda-Working with the communities on a 

neighborhood scale to be self-resilient, by encouraging emergency preparedness programs. 

Promoting Climate Reality Project presentations to neighborhoods.  Working with the City on 

the Emergency Operations Plan Environmental Hazards Annex. 

m. Shay Rajagopal -CCWD-Working on the Los Vaqueros Reservoir Expansion Project.  Huge 

regulatory hurdles.  Preparing for the next PSPS. 

n. Susan Silber-NorCAL Resilience Network-Signed an MOU with other agencies for mutual aid and 

backup power and infrastructure.  Identifying "Resiliency Hubs" 

a. We will be partnering with the Urban Sustainability Directors Network to support 

Resilience Hubs around the Bay Area. http://resilience-hub.org/ 

b. We will be reaching out to cities to understand who is interested in supporting or 

expanding resilience hubs. These will be collaborations with community-based 

organizations.  

c. Fei from San Leandro is interested in collaborating 

o. Alex Morrison, SF ORCP 

a. Just transition / just recovery, economic response to COVID 

b. COVID response 

c. for those interested in keeping tabs on the covid economic recovery/just transition work  

d. see this link: https://onesanfrancisco.org/covid-19-recovery  

p. Matt Dea-SFO-Creating an economic recovery strategy, and creating a recovery task force. 

Planning and designing the shoreline protection measures. 

q. Lindy Lowe-SFPORT-Expanding seawall planning work to entire 7-mile waterfront.  Seawall 

project subdivided up into 15 different project areas.  Soliciting public feedback on strategies. 

Need feedback from decision makers and key stakeholders.  USACE preparing flood study. 

r. Amos White-CASA-1000 Tree planting initiative started in Alameda and working with San 

Leandro. 

 

 

3. The Public Safety Power Shutoff, COVID-19 and the 2020 Fire Season (10) 

BayCAN’s new “PSPS Activity Guide” and group discussion 

 

BayCAN’s new “PSPS Activity Guide” and group discussion 

Bruce laid out 3 options for BayCAN to help move the discussions further and asked members to vote 

on which topic they would prefer to address at our next webinar: 

 

Option 1.  Continue the PSPS discussion similar to previous regional meetings. 

Option 2.  Focus the PSPS discussion on microgrid strategies. 



 
Option 3.  Combine a discussion on PSPS, Fire hazards and COVID 19. 

 

VOTES: 

From Susan Silber to Everyone: (01:52 PM) 

 Webinar on paps/what you are doing to prepare PSPS sorry!  

From shey_CCWD to Everyone: (01:53 PM) 

 2. Webinar on microgrids and PSPS  

From Alex Morrison, SF ORCP to Everyone: (01:53 PM) 

 3 for me!  

From Zoe Siegel (greenbelt alliance) to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 3. PSPS/ Fire Season / COVID 19!  

From Danielle Ngo (SF Planning) to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 My vote: 3  

From Erik Pearson, City of Hayward to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 2 - microgrids  

From Patrick Pelegri-O'Day (City of Alameda - he/him) to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 #3  

From Hoi-Fei Mok, San Leandro (they/them) to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 my preference is for either 3 or 2 in that order  

From Carolyn Bloede, Alameda County Sustainability to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 Option 3 - COVID/WFS/PSPS intersection  

From Alice Towey, EBMUD to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 3 sounds most interesting to me.  

From katie van dyke to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 3  

From Sarah Church, Alameda County to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 #3  

From Taylor Richard (HASPA) to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 3  

From Jennifer Ku, EBMUD to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 3  

From Lauren Eisele to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 Option 3 sounds good  

From Amos White to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 2  

From David Behar, SFPUC/BayCAN Chair to Everyone: (01:54 PM) 

 2 

 

4. Communicating on Climate and COVID-19 (15) 

Presentation and group discussion 

- Yeshe shared the new COVID/Climate resources page on BayCAN's website. 



 
- Bruce suggested we look at the "Climate Access" group's approach to communications and gave 

a short overview of some other climate and communications workMember suggestions:  

- We need to amass a "Lessons learned" on COVID.  

- Need to learn how to "frame" the COVID/Climate change link discussion so it is helpful, 

informative and inspiring so we don't scare or confuse our audience.  

- Pay attention to the ways that industry and government are using the COVID to further their 

own political and financing agendas and see if we can reframe that messaging, so audiences 

know the true consequences. 

- Thinking in terms of resilience - ability to keep serving citizens  

- Interest in wildfire/smoke/heat overlap 

- Communications on how people are framing the message 

- Tracker on shifts against climate in this time -- how companies are usng COVID to be 

opportunistic 

- Discussion around how companies are putting spin on the crisis --  

- Presenting strategies that people resonate with beyond it being purely framed in the 

context of climate (ex. 100k trees for humanity - climate not in the name) 

    Comments from the chat: 

- I think that community engagement is going to be challenging, would love to hear more of a 

discussion around various strategies to community engagement.  

- COVID & climate - thinking about "resilience" as a frame that works for both, and finding 

synergies so we can push those, particularly those that promote equity which will be needed in 

the wake of economic impacts  

- I agree, local resilience is a great framing for today’s crises. This is a really interesting 

opportunity to really encourage and support local food systems, local energy systems, 

community building with our neighbors.  
 

 

 

5. News and Information (20) 

—The latest from Sacramento on the climate budget and adaptation legislation 

Climate adaptation legislation and climate resilience budget items that were proposed in January and 

February are now being re-examined in the context of big budget cuts coming. They are not 

completely “off the table” right now but are getting serious scrutiny. We will have more info on this 

in the next week or so. BayCAN is pressing for more funding on the local level.  AB2148, AB2621 bills 

in progress. Funding for local adaptation and scientific studies included in the bills. 

 

—BayCAN’s new Assessment to Adaptation Working Group update 

- Launched the idea at the last regional meeting -- moving from assessment to adaptation Testing 

concepts and approaches, sharing our work, starting on SLR 

- Draft vision for an A-A work group 

1. Engage deeply with case studies (understand motivations and conditions) 



 
a. Many uncovered in consultations 

2. What policies to we want to talk about / think about / highlight 

3. What existing materials should draw from 

4. Need a draft foundational document 

5. Zoom meeting in late april / early may 

 

—BayCAN’s Equity Working Group update 

- EWG has  5th meeting coming up on April 30th, will be focusing on COVID + climate equity - 

reach out to yeshe@baycanadapt.org if you would like to join 

- Upcoming June Equity Training tailored for BayCAN members 

- Working on two tools: Equity Toolkit and CBO Matchmaker / Map 

 

—News and updates from BayCAN members 

BCDC Bay Adapt meeting 4/16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


